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Through the looking glass of objectivity ...
like the pieces of a puzzle scattered
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Days end. Sunset on Marshall at Area F, across
from Smith Hall.

Crowd large or small. A part of It all, Dean

Jones. C. 0 . Jarrett, end Steve Barker
take In a home football

game.

Exile performs 101 homecom ng concerl at civic
center.

An early start could last forever
The pendulum swings. Time passes.
Changes are made. Changes aiding in
the growth from Marshall College to
Marshall University. The transition was
not one of ease; not one to be taken
lightly.
With time comes changes and
changes bring growth, but growth
does not take place without problems.
Some problems are easily overcome,
others not so easily forgotten, and an
occasional tragedy that
Is never forgotten just
put out of mind a short
time.

Offerings Roman atmosphers, the Club Pompeii
provlcles a quite and relaxing place for college
co-edc:.

Working to keep the campus at its best, buildlngs and grounds worker plants roses by the
Ubrary.

Marshall
On the Move
History repeats Itself. Like the
back and forth movement of the
pendulum, moving over the
same path day after day, year
after year, so goes Marshall's
history. Constant trouble lowering the morals of the college
population to the point that it is
wondered If Marshall can ever
attain the status of Its potential
and pushing the university one
step backward tor every two forward.
Positive changes have taken
place, growth has occurred, but
the tragic occurances are remembered long after all else Is
forgotten.
The early 70's see a new
dorm with heating and plumbing
problems. The dorm Is Twin
Towers and the late 70's find it
no more enticing with its bursted
pipes and unpopular food.
Towers is not the only dorm
with problems, however, as
Laldley Hall continues to have
electrical problems, while other
schools have waiting lists for
their dorms, consisting of seniors as well as freshmen, Marshall has trouble keeping people
livlng on campus after the students have lived in
the dorms the required two years.
Taking s break from it all. Melissa Talman uses
loe frozen by winter weather on the central field
to practice Ice skating. Melissa commented.
" Why don't they fix the field for the stud nts like
th .s In the nter. It's great."

Set up on the floor, Stu's performers get ready.

Time-out. The players come n for ac!Vlce. ev rybody gathering around.

Keeping s protective watch on his domain. Stu,
"The Uttl General." prepares his chargers for
action.
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Walking the SldeDnes, Stu
could be seen up and enthused about the game. Always on top of whats going
on. He could get the fans
aroused and keep hem going for the entire game
Fans of all ages and players
loved him. Autographs were

a big th ng with Stu.

Seventies reflect past era of sixties
The spring term of the 77-78
school year finds students united briefly for a " protest" concerning Robert B. Hayes. The
students ask for the resignation
for Hayes as president of the
university. They go so far as to
obtain signatures on a petition
directed to the Board of Regents. The petition is never taken to the board. Perhaps the

brief rally reflects a need for the
kind of cause-uniting sport of
the late 60's and early ?O's.
With gold-fish swallowing in
the past, Greeks take on more
challenging events. Following a
tradition set in a popular movie,
the fraternities and sororities,
along with non-Greek factions,
take to having " toga" parties.
But Marshall Greeks are the

center of attention for another
reason. As members of the Tau
Kappa Epsilon fraternity are
charged with rape, other Greek
organizations try to change the
already low image of Greeks.
The charges are eventually
dropped, but somehoYj
not forgotten.
•
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Injustice
of time
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Time seems to help people forget the qood deeds the Greeks do
tor Marshall University and the
community. As time progresses onward, such activities as raising money
for the heart fund or muscular dystrophy
are forgotten and discrepencies such as a
declining GPA or rush violation seem to remain in the minds of those who ridicule the
Greek social system.
Thus, another injustice of time. People
soon forget the good and remember the
bad, but time doesn't stop and years from
now, these activities will be discussed with
all the fury and fervor as the day they happened .

The system
does work
Registration is always considered an aggravating
problem tor students. At least this problem is
changed with the installation of computers and a
continuing registration program. Students are
pleased to see that sometime the system does work.
As the cycle changes from one year to one era, the
university expands. New buildings are opened as the
ground is broken for even more construction. Newprograms and colleges are formed with the
university. The late 70's see the arrival of a
Medical School and a School of Journalism , 1fl:P.\..'''"'~

The only surviving start ng member of the 1970
football team, Ed Carter speaks on how God's
plan for his future and the wish of his mother not
to go with the team, saved his Ille.
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With time, changes
come to pass
The swing of the pendulum seems somehow related to the world outside of campus. Time passes, the
faces and names of students change. Yet, the same
atmosphere prevails. At least it appears to be the
same. Changes are made, but whether for the better
or worse, time and date decides.
Growth has occured; some physical, some mental.
All of the injustices that time has dealt have not been
for nought. The experiences have made Marshall
stronger and proved that, with the help of the students and the community, the university may somehow turn the hourglass and tip the scales. ~

